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1. Introduction

A Flat Array Sodar (FAS64) purchased two years ago, has now been installed 50 km
to the south of Halley Base at the site of an automatic weather station (AWS) named Clamp 2
(75.96o S, 25.41oW). The FAS uses phasing in the array to send sound pulses in different
directions and thus obtain a three dimensional wind profile from the Doppler shifts in the
backscatter. The FAS is extremely flexible with variable beam directions, pulse lengths,
pulse frequencies and pulse sequences. The Doppler sodar itself is a commercial system built
by Scintec. Within BAS, we have developed an autonomous power system (APS) consisting
of ten 12V batteries, ten solar panels and ten wind generators. A Tattletale logger monitors
the APS along with a standard BAS �pAWS and controls the Sodar Processing Unit (SPU).
Operators communicate with the logger via a radio link. Hence in this way, meteorological &
power system information can be monitored at Halley, and the Doppler Sodar can be
switched on or off as conditions allow. The logger program and the Doppler Sodar have to
timeshare the radio link between the Clamp 2 set up and Halley. A thorough description of
operating the Doppler Sodar from Halley can be found in the Instructions for operation of the
Doppler Sodar at Clamp 2 (available from Ian or Russ).

The Halley 2001/2002 summer season was severely compromised by the ship not
being able to get in for its normal cargo relief. Fortunately for this project, the Autonomous
Power System was already at Halley, having been trialed in the Stable area during 2001. The
Doppler Sodar itself had been taken back to the Europe during 2001 to be repaired by Scintec
and tested at BAS, after it had failed to work at all during the 2000/2001 season (it had been
damaged in transit). After failing to make a first call cargo relief in December, the ship tried
again in late January, but again was forced back by heavy sea ice. Instead an aircraft-based
limited cargo relief of personnel, personnel effects and critical cargo took place from
Drescher - a creek about 200 nm away. We were fortunate that the Doppler Sodar cargo
consisted only of two relatively light boxes and these were found and flown to Halley on only
the second day of aircraft relief. We received our equipment on 1st February 2002.
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2. The Autonomous Power Station Trial during 2001

The trial was successful in highlighting the need for secure mounting of the wind
generators and locking of the nuts involved.  Most of the wind generators suffered damage
ranging from minor repairs to complete write-off.  Several of the solar panels also suffered
cracked glass.  This was probably due to impact or from excessive vibration of the wind
generators.  It has previously been found (and was verified by spot measurement) that the
cracked glass has little impact on power output.

It was also discovered that there were problems with the housekeeping voltages and
little useful data on the performance of the power system was collected.

An unknown fault caused fusing of a power wire within the logger around the middle
of August and was discovered after a period of high winds.  The logger and wind generators
were brought inside for investigation and were not redeployed.  It looks like the problem was
caused by ground/earthing wiring problems which were also responsible for the poor
housekeeping voltages.  On replacing the wire the logger worked again.  There was no
damage to the radio or Tattletale units.

3. Upgrades to telemetering and the autonomous power station
 
All the wind generators were repaired by Phil Anderson and the remainder of the

installation was dug up by a small army of helpers prior to Ian and Russ’s arrival.  One wind
generator was completely replaced.

Modifications and testing took place on the power system prior to the arrival of the
Doppler Sodar.  Specifically these were:

• Discharge test of all batteries for capacity and recharge
• Wiring and voltage check of all solar panels and wind generators
• Add wind vane extension cable and check function of all Met. sensors
• Add rope handles to battery boxes
• ADC board replaced
• Housekeeping cable added from dump box to control box
• Earthing changed to star network from central point in control box (multiple wiring
changes)

All the battery boxes were plugged to the Dump boxes and Control box to check earthing
continuity.

The majority of the equipment and field kit were then packed, weighed and depoted at the
skiway awaiting arrival of the Doppler Sodar.

Once the Doppler Sodar itself arrived we spent three days (1st – 3rd Feb) with it connected to
one battery box, one solar panel, one wind generator and the control box close to the Simpson
platform. Here we ironed out problems with the telemetry link. A newer 32 bit version of the
FAS software  (FASRUN32) was also tested.
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4. Installation at Clamp 2 AWS site

Russ Ladkin and Ian Renfrew were flown to the Clamp 2 AWS site on 4th February
using one twin otter for personnel & field unit, and a second for the scientific equipment. A
copy of the aircaft manifest is attached (Appendix A).

A diary of our four days in the field:

On the 4th, a blue sky calm day we set up camp, dug in all 5 battery boxes, erected the ten
solar panels and wired everything up. In the evening, we erected the AWS and fitted the ten
wind generators. Funnily enough, the clear skies treated us to what must have been a
katabatic wind in the late evening, 10 kt winds from the SSE.

On the 5th, the weather was overcast and 10-15 kts wind initially, fortunately back to around
10  kts during the morning. We erected the D-sodar antenna on its four legs, and the radio 
antenna pointing back towards Halley. In connecting up, Russ found a remaining earthing
problem traced to a missing insulation washer in a dump box regulator. To solve the problem
a substitute washer was added.  This intermittent short circuit was probably the cause of
failure during the winter test.
In the afternoon we chatted over VHF radio with Cathy back at the Simpson and she
switched the D-sodar on from there. It all worked first time! Quite a bizarre feeling having
the instrument just switch on and start sounding, while we were standing a hundred metres
away doing nothing!

We wanted to do some tethersonde profiling to check the data quality, but on the 6th there
were high winds all day as a front passed over, so not workable (30 kts plus at one point - we
could listen to the AWS from a spare radio link Russ rigged up in the pyramid tent). The
morning of the 7th was also high winds, but they calmed down by the afternoon to around 15
kts and we managed an hours tethersonde profiling, with the D-sodar operated
simultaneously from the Simpson platform again. Difficult conditions to profile in as we only
had the parafoils and they were icing up. So that was everything we had hoped to do - we
were uplifted later on that evening by Lez and back in time for tea and medals all round.

Photograph 1 The Doppler sodar situated at the Clamp 2 AWS site, looking towards the west. In the foreground
is the sodar antenna, to the right are the three rows of solar panels, and wind generators. To the left the mast of
the AWS.
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Figure 1 Schematic of the Doppler Sodar set up at the Clamp 2 AWS site. The 5 battery boxes and the control
box are numbered 1 to 5 and C. The D-sodar antenna is located to the North East of the control box.

Notes on installation (see Figure 1):

1. The D-sodar antenna was set up such that South faced North, East faced West, so that
the side with the sockets on was closest to the control box. This is compensated for
within the Fasrun32 software by a setting in the Hardware panel. Changing this
setting only affects the calculated wind direction, i.e. the (u,v,w) components are
winds with respect to the antenna.

2. All directions (the D-sodar antenna and AWS) are magnetic.

3. The D-sodar antenna was approximately the same height as the top of the solar
panels.

4. All cables to the control box are at ground level (from the AWS, the radio antenna
and the battery boxes) apart from those from the D-sodar antenna which run down the
SW guy.

5. All bottle screws are at the bottom of the stays (sorry) but we suggest that deadmen
and chains/ropes are left next year.
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5. Experimental set up and control

Here we summarise the operation of the Doppler Sodar from the Simpson Platform,
Halley. For more information please refer to the Instructions for operation of the Doppler
Sodar at Clamp 2 (available from Ian or Russ). 

The Doppler Sodar set up is designed to be switched on and off from Halley after
checking the condition of the APS and the meteorological conditions at Clamp 2 and Halley.
A typical sounding period is expected to be 24 to 72 hours. The experiment is highly
interactive, relying on the Simpson Platform wintering team to monitor the incoming
information and make daily decisions on whether to sound or not. To this end, experimental
motivation and guidance on when to profile are given in the Instructions. For convenience a
copy of the Instructions Front page, the Further winter notes and the When to Profile sections
are reproduced here:

Doppler Sodar at Clamp 2 

HQ Co-ordinator:Ian Renfrew  <ire@pcmail.nerc-bas.ac.uk>
 (Or Russ Ladkin, rsla@pcmail.nerc-bas.ac.uk)

Username: D-SODAR
Password: dsodar

Data logged to: ZENTA
� AWS logger data captured from CROSSCUT to                
N:\crosscut\D<yy><mm><dd><l>.txt
� Doppler sodar data saved from FASRUN32 to  
D:\Doppler Sodar\data and transferred to N:\D-Sodar data.

Further Information: There are 2 instruments at Clamp 2, an AWS and the Doppler sodar. Both talk to a
PC in the Simpson via a radio link. The idea is to use the AWS monitoring data to
decide when to remotely profile with the Doppler sodar. 
Three software programs are used: HALBUF (which buffers data from the PC for
transmission over the radio link), this should be running all the time. CROSSCUT
which displays the AWS-logger output and allows you to switch on the D-sodar; this
should be running all the time, unless the D-sodar is running, in which case it has to
be shut down to leave the radio link free for the D-sodar. FASRUN32 is used to
control the D-sodar, once it has been switched on.

Spares etc: There is a spare radio (for the transceiver) and CD copies of the software.

Daily Checks: Just before 10.00 & 17.00, check that AWS Data has been arriving (in Crosscut).
Compare the AWS data with the profiling criteria, and decide whether to switch
the D-sodar on (or if it is already sounding: pause to check the batteries, or
switch it off). 
Note actions in the log book & on d_sodar form.

After sounding: After completion of sounding, WINZIP all the *.mnd data (from the D-sodar) and send with a
completed dsodar_form to Ian via email.
Copy all the D-sodar data from that sounding from                D:\Doppler Sodar\data  
to   N:\D-Sodar data

Weekly Tasks: Start a new Capture file (Dyymmddl.txt) from Crosscut, email the previous weeks files to Ian.

Power downs: Check Transceiver is turned on.
Restart PC, log in as D-sodar (password dsodar).  
Check Halbuf & Crosscut (19200 baud) have started.
Start Capture (alt-z) to a new logger file in Crosscut.
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Further winter notes for the Doppler sodar experiment

Where Is it?

It’s out at Clamp 2, an automatic weather station (AWS) site, 50 km to the south of here, at an altitude
of around 400 m above sea level. We communicate via a VHF (460 MHz) radio link   (there is an antenna on the
Simpson roof pointing South) linked to a PC in the Stable Lab.

What does it do?

The Doppler sodar is a phased array of 64 speakers and microphones. It emits a sequence of loud beeps
and listens to their echoes back from the lower atmosphere. The sound is reflected from small changes in
temperature caused by turbulence. By timing the echoes it knows the height of the reflection, and by sending
pulses in different directions it can calculate Doppler shifts. So after some tricky calculations it can calculate the
wind speed and direction at different heights. 

The Doppler sodar is designed to be run from mains electricity, so we have had to build a mini-power
station to run it from Clamp 2. There are ten wind generators and ten solar panels, which should generate
enough power to keep the ten Sealed Lead-Acid Gel batteries charged & warm(ish). It also runs a upaws
weather station, logs met data, monitors the batteries and their charging etc and radios this back to the Simpson.
Because it is quite a complicated piece of kit and new to us, it has to be run interactively hence the need for the
telemetry link.

Why do we want to do that?

The Doppler Sodar enables us to measure low-level wind profiles, similar to launching a balloon every
few minutes for the lower atmosphere (up to around 500 m). The reason it’s at Clamp 2, is because that site is
under the influence of katabatic flow for much of the winter. No-one has ever measured katabatic wind profiles
in the wintertime before, so this is pioneering stuff! By the end of the experiment we should know a lot more
about what katabatic flows look like as a function of height and over time. 

We want to sample the complete life cycle of katabatic flows, which means trying to capture their start
and end, as well as katabatic conditions themselves. This needs some prediction! We think katabatics start
during clear-sky and calm conditions, such as after a major wind storm has started to die down. So some of the
scenarios (overleaf) are aimed at doing that. We are not trying to get a climatology (yet) so don’t worry about
the continuity of the data. Plenty of good episodes (i.e. 24 h + events) is the aim of this year.  

What do you want the Simpsonites to do?

Help us run the experiment - we can’t do it without you! 
The set up is designed to be highly interactive, simply because we don’t have the power to run the D-

sodar continuously, and so it will be up to you to switch it on and off.  To help you decide whether to switch it
on (start sounding), we have written down a number of profiling criteria (overleaf). Basically there needs to be:
� enough battery power to sound for a decent period (say 24-72 hours)
� interesting meteorological conditions

The profiling criteria are going to have to be quite flexible, because we don’t know exactly how well
the power station is going to work and survive over the winter. It seemed to work ok last year (before the wind
gennie mounting problems) but you will have to keep an eye on it. We don’t want to use all our power in the
first month, and have none left for winter (when we are especially interested in good data). But on the other
hand, we want to get a decent number of ‘katabatic episodes’ as soon as possible, as there is the risk that
something may go wrong (the power station solar panels may blow down, or the antenna may become snow-
covered at some point). Remember this is quite a pioneering experiment, i.e. risky! So it would be good to get
some decent data ‘in the bank’ while it is working one hundred percent.

Profiling Criteria: When to start sounding

6. What is the Battery input voltage? To check this look in the Crosscut window (open Crosscut if not
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already running). The Battery input voltage is the second last column (you will need to use the arrow
keys or home & end). If the Battery input voltage is more than a set value then we have enough power
to start sounding.  This value will change as we get to know the system better, but initially we are going
to use 22 volts.

7. When was the D-sodar last used? If it has already been on for several days in a row, then perhaps it is
time for a break to recharge the batteries. Has the battery input voltage recovered much from when it
was last used? 

8. What are the meteorological conditions like at Clamp 2 and Halley? Are any of the following scenarios
happening (they are in order of importance), if they are then start sounding!

Scenario A - Wintertime katabatic flow 

At Clamp 2: wind speed is 5 to 10 m s-1, wind direction is 120 to 180o, & clear skies.
At Halley: Ideally clear skies at Halley as well (less than 3 octas cloud or a clear sat. pic.) & sun is below

horizon.

If all of the above are in place, we probably have pure katabatic flow at Clamp 2. We want to sample a lot of
these situations, so if the conditions are like this, switch the D-sodar on. Ideally we’d like clear skies at both
Halley and C2, but if it clear at C2 & not at Halley, then give it a shot anyway. [Note further evidence for
katabatic flow is dry air at Clamp 2.  Probably a relative humidity reading of below 50-60%]

Scenario B - Autumn/Spring katabatic flow

At Clamp 2: as Scenario A.
At Halley: as Scenario A, except the sun is above the horizon.

We want to sample quite a few of these situations as well. So if the conditions are met, switch on the D-sodar,
unless we’ve decided we have enough scenario Bs, in which case conserve power.

Scenario C - Calm to katabatic transition

At Clamp 2: wind speed is 0 to 5 m s-1.
At Halley: Cloud amount less than 3 octas (or clear sat. pic.) & wind speed is 0 to 5 m s-1.

If conditions are calm and cloud free, then there is a good chance katabatics will be initiated. We would like to
capture a few of these events. If conditions move from calm at Clamp 2, to moderate winds (5-10 m s-1) from
120 to 180o (i.e. probably katabatic) then you have captured this transition; in which case keep sounding (i.e.
you are now in scenario A or B), until it is time to stop (see next section).

Scenario D - Synoptic-scale low to katabatic transition

At Clamp 2: wind speed is over 10 m s-1, wind direction 60 to 150o.
At Halley: wind speed is over 10 m s-1, wind direction 60 to 120o. 

A low pressure system somewhere in the Weddell Sea bringing strong easterlies to the region. As the low fills,
and the winds drop, katabatics can start at Clamp 2. It would be good to capture this transition (similar to
scenario C) in a few cases. Start during strong winds and sound until katabatic conditions are underway at
Clamp 2 (i.e. you are now in scenario A or B), in which case keep sounding until it is time to stop (see next
section).

Profiling Criteria: When to stop sounding

1. We are interested in capturing katabatic episodes from start to finish, but how long do they typically
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last ? This is difficult to answer, anything from 1 to 10 days I suspect. But we are likely to have power
limitations as well, so when should we stop sounding?

2. A basic rule should be to try and sound for 24 to 72 hours. It seems to take the D-sodar an hour or so to
get reliable wind profiles, so switching it on for just a couple of hours is a waste of time & energy.
However we also have to keep an eye on the battery voltage. If we are running out of power, best to
switch if off and let it recharge. Unfortunately both the AWS/battery monitor and the D-sodar use the
same radio link to talk to the Simpson, so to check the battery voltages, you have to (temporarily) stop
sounding. We suggest you check the battery voltages every 24 hours or so. If ok, switch the D-sodar
back on and keep going.

6. Results from Summer Season testing

The Doppler sodar was tested close to the Simpson platform on the 2nd - 3rd February
with the aim of proving the telemetering. After installation at Clamp 2, the Doppler sodar
was switched on from 20:40 to 21:30 on 5th February to test the telemetering, and from 18:51
to 20:15 on the 7th when a number of tethersonde profiles were obtained using an ADAS
sonde flown from a parafoil. The concept behind the Doppler Sodar wind versus tethersonde
comparison is a qualitative check between the two instruments rather than any sort of
calibration. Recall the Doppler sodar is sounding a cone of the atmosphere above the antenna
for a set integration period (typically 15 minutes), therefore should be thought of as a 15-
min. mean wind profile. In contrast the tethersonde records ‘instant’ winds every 10 seconds
as it is winched up and down, hence a tethersonde profile takes a finite time to construct, that
is the time to winch. Figure 2 shows two comparisons of tethersonde and D-sodar winds.

Figure 2 Wind profiles from the Doppler sodar (solid bars) and a tethersonde system (dots). The results on the
left are from the Brunt Ice Shelf on 14th February 2000: the tethersonde was flown below a helikite at Halley and
the D-sodar data is from a quiet site approximately 5-km west of Halley. The tethersonde profile is from 20:18
to 20:41; the D-sodar winds are a 15-min. mean ending at 20:30. The results on the right are from Clamp 2 on 7th

February 2002: the tethersonde was flown below a parafoil and is from 19:14 to 19:28. The D-sodar winds are a
15-min. mean ending at 19:15. Note for the D-sodar winds on the 7th: the thick bars are high-quality data (error <
128) and the thin bars are lower-quality data (error < 300). Furthermore on the 7th a horizontal kite velocity of
0.43 m s-1 has been subtracted from the tethersonde winds, estimated from a line angle of 30o. This is not
required for the helikite data.
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The two Doppler sodar versus tethersonde comparisons are quite satisfactory, given
the qualifications noted above. Illustrated below is a time versus height vector plot of winds
from a Doppler Sodar run on 10th February 2002.

Figure 3 Time versus height horizontal wind vectors from the Doppler Sodar at Clamp 2 on 10th February 2002,
using setting ian506. Only wind data with errors < 128 are plotted. A scaling arrow and compass are shown.

The initial results from the Doppler sodar are encouraging, however there do still seem to be
problems achieving the full range expected (500 m in this case). The consistency through
time of the data is good. Note the increase in range over the first 30 minutes of operation, this
appears to be typical for the D-sodar, as over this period the gain control and so on are tuned.
Figure 4 gives another example, this time with surface-wind observations added every hour.
The consistency between these and the D-sodar winds is excellent. 
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Figure 4 Time versus height horizontal wind vectors from the Doppler Sodar on the Brunt Ice Shelf on 14th

February 2000, using ian500 setting. Only wind data with errors < 128 are plotted. Added at a height of 3 m are
winds from a cup anemometer at Halley.

Only a few periods of sounding are available from the summer season: on the 5th, 7th

and 10th February as discussed above. On the 12th the D-sodar was switched on for about 2
hours during very strong wind conditions (due to a major synoptic-scale weather system).
The backscatter was very high during this period, and no winds were calculated due to a
variety of errors. It would appear that the D-sodar has problems in very high wind conditions.
We would hope this does not constitute a problem for the stated aims of the experiment
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Appendix: (i) Aircraft manifest of science kit

Item Weight Qty Total
2-panel solar panels 501 50
4-panel solar panels 882 176
solar-panel legs 96 54
wind generators 1910 190
large battery boxes 1705 850
small battery boxes 752 150
antenna frame 221 22
antenna legs 64 24
d-sodar antenna 1301 130
radio antenna 101 10
zarges - profiling box 421 42
zarges - helikites box 351 35
zarges - portable power 901 90
zarges - large 1121 112
AWS mast 201 20
manual winch 451 45
ADAS sondes case 71 7
ADAS case 181 18
control unit & SPU box 301 30
laptops 102 20
helium cylinder 1300 0
mast-feet bag 151 15
deadmen-bag 141 14

Total 2500 lbs

Appendix: (ii) Selected correspondence with Scintec

 Please find below the answer to your questions from our Sodar expert
 Clemens Druee.

  1. Pressure setting (under atmosphere box) it says this is in hPa so I have set to to 930 hPa, as the station is
around 400 m altitude and this  is  a typical pressure. However in the default it says 1.013 hPa. is this   right   ? 
Should it really be hPa*10^4 (ie. 930 hPa = 0.930). Will our results  have  been affected by this missetting? 

A wrong pressure setting is not very critical as long as you do not generate a turbulence calibration file. E.g. by a
C_T^2 or a heat flux reference calibration. If you do so, the produced C_T^2, K_m and z/L values and values
calculated from these will be wrong. Wind speeds and variances and are not influenced by this setting. However,
your version of the software (1.8.4 as you stated below) indeed does not correctly display the pressure value.
The display in the main window as well as the area where the pressure can be specified (in the ’Parameter 
Atmosphere’ dialog) is in 1000Pa (or kPa) rather than in hPa. Unfortunately the default value is also mistyped.
You should enter 101.3 to specify 1013hPa (or 101300Pa). Then the internally used value will be correct. You
can check that by saving the settings and browsing the *.set file. The value "PRESSURE" is in Pa.

  2. Horizontal and Vertical wind ranges (under wind box)  - are these the   MAXIMUM winds expected ? I have
set to 3 and 30 m/s (the expected winds   are all under that I think)   

4. Wind Guess (under wind box) - we have set this to (0,0,0) is this   important ? Does it update automatically ?  

As long as the option "Allow Wind Range History" is not enabled, winds of 0 +/- the "Horizontal/Vertical Wind
Range" setting can be sensed. If "Allow Wind Range History" is enabled winds of "Wind Guess" +/-
"Horizontal/Vertical Wind Range" can be sensed. This also explains the purpose of the "Wind Guess" setting.
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The values entered in this area can help the wind finding algorithm to identify the correct wind signal at the start
of a measurement. After once wind is measured, the values update automatically.

3. Data quality check gradient limit (m/s) (under wind box)  - what is   this, what does it do ? I have set it to 20
m/s Does this mean the largest   difference between different levels is 20 m/s. 

 Exactly, that is the maximum difference in wind speed between two levels that is accepted by the wind finding
algorithm

5. New documentation - is there any new documentation yet? The new version   of the software  (1.8.4) that we
are using does have some new features,   and   our documentation is from March 1999.  

The documentation matching your software is Rev. 0.58 of our manual. I am sorry that you obviously did not
receive it with the software. Hence, I attached a PDF-Version of this manual.

 6. Ouput wind data - we have orientated the antenna at 180 deg from north   for logistical reasons and so in the
Hardware window i have set North   direction of sodar to 180. This affects the wind direction  
(adding/subtractin 180) but not (u,v)  i think ? Is that correct ? 

That is correct, only the wind direction (and not u and v) are affected by the "North Direction of Sodar" setting.

8. Reprocess - to reprocess the data do we need to save the .raw files or   just the spectra .spc files. At the
moment we are just saving the .spc   .mnd   and .bck files. But of course we can change this. 

.raw files are good for a) checking the actually received signal for disturbing noise contamination b)
reprocessing with changed vertical resolution or c) reprocessing with different background removal settings. For
all other purposes .spc files should be sufficient.

7. Fasview - can’t seem to get Fasview to do anything. 

Maybe the following "cook book" will help you, because mostly the initial use is the hurdle to take: 
1. Choose "File  Load Data". "Choose Archive" dialog comes up. 
2. Press "Choose Archive Folder". "Open" dialog comes up. 
3. Select a directory containing daily data directories: Example: You want to display the files
C:\fasrun\data\20011211\*.mnd Then choose folder C:\fasrun\data end press "OK". In the white field in the
"Choose Archive"  dialog the daily data subdirectories are displayed.
 4. Choose the day to display (Example: 20011211) and press "Accept" The dialog closes and all the *.mnd files
are displayed in the  "Loaded Files" Area of the main window. 
5. To display a plot select the plot type in the "Plot Type" area and press "Create Plot". A plot with some basic
default diplays comes up. 
6. Push "Configure" to adapt the plot. The configuration comes up. 
7. Most settings in the plot configuration are pretty self explaining. However the settings in the column
"Instrument" should read "FAS64" and the settings in the column "Indent" are unused and can be
left***"Undefined". Note that not all options  offered in then column "Variable" are meaningful to display. The
setting "Err" corresponds to the errorcodes (compare last page of the manual) that are allowed for displayed
valued. When clicking on these buttons, a dialog comes up where each individual errorcode can be selected. By
default all warnings are allowed, no errors. Any changes in the plot configuration become current by pressing
the "Apply" or "OK" button. 
8. If you have created a plot, you can save the corresponding configuration by "File  Save configuration" in the
main window or in the plot window.  If we can be of any additional help, please do not hesitate to contact us any
time.
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1. While sounding the FAS64 data is saved automatically into 
folders of the form: yyyymmdd (e.g. 20020203 is 3 february 2002).
& files of the form: xxddhhmm.* (e.g. 22032246.bck is 22.46 on 3 feb)
February 2002 seems to have been assigned xx=22
March 2002 seems to be being saved as xx=23
Is that correct ?
And will this form continue ? (ie. April xx=24, ...October xx=30)  I am just wondering if the month will be
unique to the filename ?

No, the first character is the last digit of the year, the second
character is the month in hex display. Hence,
April 2002 = "24", September 2002 = "29", October 2002 = "2a",
December 2002 = "2c" and January 2003 = "31" ...

2. My second question concerns sounding as the time approaches midnight -
here the FAS seems to output data every minute or two, rather than after
the integration period (15 minutes in this case). It seems like some sort
of bug. Do you know about this? 

It seems, you have the Version (1.8.4) with that bug. I attached a
repair program for this purpose. It collects the data from the *.raw files
(you need these) from the last averaging interval before midnight and puts
them into a file xxxx2400.raw, which you can reprocess and thus get the
missing wind data. Best copy this program to your "data" directory (i.e. to
the parent directory of the daily directories quoted in your question #1).
The use, I think, is pretty obvious. If not, please do not hesitate to ask.

Further I would like to ask you if you could might send me some pictures of
your Sodar installed in Antarctica under condition that this shows no
inconvenience for your at all.




